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Website: www.somers2016.com
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Twitter: @heatherssomers
1) Why are you running for this office?
I believe we are running out of time to change direction and save our state. Gov. Malloy and his
insider allies have passed crippling tax increases, driving away jobs and stifling wages for
hardworking Connecticut families. These Hartford insiders have protected the priorities of
special interests while throttling critical, common sense priorities for southeastern Connecticut
— like our tourism districts.
I believe eastern Connecticut needs a strong, local voice in Hartford fighting for our interests and
that if we want different results from Hartford, we simply must send a different type of person to
Hartford: a Hartford outsider who isn’t there for a political career, who hasn’t been part of the
problem, but who has the grit to fight for our community, the local experience to know what our
region needs to thrive, and the business sense to take on the big government, job-crushing
agenda of the status quo.
2) What are your top 3 legislative priorities?
Here is a revised answer:
Rolling back the job-crushing tax burden on struggling families, workers and retirees:
I believe the first step towards restoring prosperity in Connecticut is lifting the heavy
burden of crushing taxes off of our families, workers and retirees.
Fixing our business climate:
Small businesses and the workers they employ have suffered far too much under six years
of one-party rule and the agenda of Gov. Malloy. Getting Connecticut's fiscal house in
order, upending the priorities of insiders in Hartford to make our state friendly to business
and stopping the out-of-control tax increases pushed by Gov. Malloy and his allies will lift
all boats, most importantly for our small businesses and the jobs they create and support.
Tackling the epidemic of heroin addiction:
I will fight for common sense solutions to the crisis of heroin and opioid addiction in
eastern Connecticut.
3) Do you believe there are barriers to voting in Connecticut? If so, what would you do the
eliminate them?
I believe all citizens should be able to vote in a clear, accessible and transparent way and be
confident in the integrity of the elections they participate in.
Tim Bowles (Democratic, Working Families)
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